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Abstract—The trend in modern day observation systems is
towards distributed (often mobile) systems that are able to
automatically adapt themselves in dynamic situations. They have
to make most of their resources to maximise the system’s
effectiveness, all at reasonable cost. Currently, there is no formal
framework of reasoning to design and implement the mechanisms
for the required adaptivity. In this paper, utility based reasoning
is combined with the Markov Decision making Process (MDP)
formalism to come to such an approach. Its ramifications are
discussed, followed by several cases in which this approach has
been applied successfully.

Index Terms—fusion process management; resource manage-
ment; distributed fusion; system modelling; autonomous systems

I. INTRODUCTION

Modern day observation systems are expected to run reliably

in constantly changing conditions and increasingly complex

environments to provide their users with actionable informa-

tion. These cognitive systems are required to automatically

adapt themselves to (i) changes in the observed situation,

(ii) changes in the system’s environment, (iii) changes in the

information needs of the user, and finally (iv) also changes

within the system itself. If the system has an abundance

of resources (for example energy, or computation power) at

its disposal, this is already a complex task. However, when

resources become scarce, it becomes a daunting undertaking.

The above is especially true for distributed mobile systems,

where one has to take into account the (usually limited and

volatile) communication means between the different parts of

a system. If these systems are to effectively and efficiently act

on the aforementioned changes, they have to implement some

level of self-awareness and self-management. Unfortunately,

there is no systematic approach for this.

For self-management, different techniques are available.

Some of these are based on using low level information

theoretic measures [1]–[3]. However, utility based measures

are more appropriate, as they are quantitatively related to

the effectiveness to the system’s goal. Such measures are

applied in [4], [5] for sensor management and in [6] for the

classification of data flows. In [7]–[9], the authors demonstrate

the advantage of using utility-based metrics for optimizing

communication constrained systems.

In [10], we have explored the idea of generating utility-

based metrics at run-time to optimize a multilevel fusion

system. The paper addresses a scenario where a high value
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Figure 1. High level Cognitive system model.

unit needed protection, utilizing a computation and commu-

nication constrained distributed observation system, including

system management tasks such as action planning. We also

have successfully used a similar approach for applications in

the mobility domain. The switch of domains enticed us to

further develop our work on run-time utility based system

management. In this process, we realised that the underlying

mechanism is generally applicable to any function in the

system. Moreover, it provides us with a selection mechanism

to choose from a large set of possible actions to take when

managing the observation system.

Consequently, in this paper we would like to make a

step forward in formalising the run-time utility based sys-

tem function management method. For this we adopted the

formalism as used by a Markov Decision making Process

(MDP). It provides us with a reasoning framework for the

observation and management of both the external situation, as

well as the internal situation. It provides a solid foundation

to implement the system’s desired level of self-awareness and

self-management in a systematic manner.

In Section II we first introduce a high level model for

cognitive systems that forms the basis for the subsequent intro-

duction of a management function (Section III) to optimize the

system’s effectiveness. Several refinements to the approach are

discussed in Section IV to come to a more generally applicable

reasoning framework for mobile distributed observation sys-

tems. Finally, the framework’s use is demonstrated in several

use cases. In Section VI we conclude this paper.

II. COGNITIVE SYSTEM MODELLING

In many different research areas various ways to model

systems with cognitive capabilities have been proposed e.g.

[8], [11]–[15]. From these, we derive a high level cognitive

model as depicted in Fig. 1. In this model we identify the

primary functions Situation Assessment (SA) and Situation
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Figure 2. Distributed Hierarchical Cognitive system model.

Management (SM)1, Sensing, Acting and the supporting Com-

munication and Computation services. The well-known OODA

loop is easily recognized following the sequence of primary

functions: Sensing, SA, SM and Acting. The system interacts

with the environment through its sensors and actuators. More-

over, the communication function may also influence or be

influenced by the environment in which the cognitive system

operates.

For many applications the functions of the cognitive system

are distributed over many physical entities with considerable

communication constraints. Moreover, in many of the afore-

mentioned cognitive models a hierarchy of SA and/or SM

functions is applied. The nature of such a hierarchy may

depend on the specific application, but usually a hierarchy

addresses one or more of (i) different levels of abstraction

in representing the situation, (ii) different time scales for

which situation management is considered, and (iii) different

geometric scales over which management is coordinated. For

the cognitive system model used in this paper this means that

there are multiple instantiations of the same type of functions.

The resulting distributed hierarchical system model is depicted

in Fig. 2.

Finally, many cognitive system models also foresee some

form of management of the internal functions. Unfortunately,

there is little consensus on which functions should be man-

aged, what elements of those functions should be managed,

and if the function management should be implemented in a

distributed way, i.e., if the system is managed in a centralised

way, or that each function has its own manager.

In the cognitive system model we take as starting point a

fully distributed implementation, where each function has its

own local management. We consider a more centralised ap-

proach only if certain management actions have consequences

for multiple functions, which cannot be effectively addressed

independently. The local function manager (FM) is responsible

for maximising the effectiveness of the managed function.

The function managers that manage the communication and

computation resources we call resource managers (RM). The

1The term situation as used in SA and SM refers to the cognitive system
together with those parts of its environment that are relevant to the system’s
users and the operation of the system itself.
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Figure 3. Adaptive Distributed Hierarchical Cognitive system model.

resulting adaptive model is depicted in Fig. 3. The role of the

function manager is discussed in detail in the next section.

III. FUNCTION MANAGEMENT

As stated, the function manager has to maximise the man-

aged function’s effectiveness. Thereto, it has to decide what

actions are likely to contribute most, making the best out of

the available time and resources. For this, it of course needs

expressions for deciding which action is better than others.

To make the problem more tangible, let us now consider

management of one specific SA function. Function manage-

ment can consider many different types of actions to perform

on this SA function. A non-exhaustive list of actions to

consider are:

• Select which information to process.

• Adjust algorithmic parameters.

• Adjust model parameters.

• Communicate information to another function.

• Select different algorithms to implement the function.

• Select different models for representing the situation.

• Reorganize internal sub-functions.

• Change interaction between internal sub-functions.

As was mentioned in the introduction we adopt a Markov

Decision making (MDP) framework to reason about the most

rewarding actions. For now we assume that (i) the behaviour of

the SA function is known, that (ii) the actions being considered

are discrete, that (iii) there is no uncertainty in the situation

observable by the cognitive system and, finally that (iv) the

reward of the actions is immediate.

These are strong assumptions that are generally not valid

in practical situations. However, for clarity we have chosen to

introduce reasoning about the rewards of the various actions

first. Once this approach is clear, we then discuss how the

restrictive assumptions can be alleviated through several re-

finements. These refinements will be discussed in Section IV.

A. Reward of actions

Central to our approach is the calculation of the reward

of possible actions to take. Therefore, we start with its

mathematical derivation, integrating the notion of the utility

of information with the MDP formalism.



Following the MDP framework, an action a will change

the internal state of the function, s to s′ and is, assuming for

the moment a deterministic process, given by the transition

function T :

s′ = T (s, a). (1)

The new output, x′ is then given by:

x′ = X(s′), (2)

where X is a function that derives x from s. With this we

can calculate the utility Ua (also called benefit, effectiveness

or value) of action a, when the function is in state s and our

current belief is x, i.e.,

Ua(s, a) = Ui(X(T (s, a))|x). (3)

Here Ui is the utility function for new information, that is

provided by the function that uses the new output x′. It is

described in more detail in Section III-B.

Apart from the action’s utility, we also need to estimate

the action’s costs. In this paper, we focus on the cost of

computation (processing) and communication, but other costs

like energy consumption, memory use or sensing time can

easily be included in the same manner.

The computation cost, Cp
a , involved in doing action a is

given by:

Cp
a = Cp(K(s, a), dp), (4)

where dp is the delay due to the processing and K the amount

of processing needed when doing action a in function state s.

Finally, Cp is the cost function provided by the computation

function.

Next to processing, additional communication costs have to

be taken into account for sending x′ to any consumers. This

cost Cc
a is given by:

Cc
a = Cc(B(x′), An, dc) (5)

where dc is the communication delay, B the bandwidth needed

for transmitting x′ and An the configuration of SA and SM

functions to whom x′ has to be sent to. Again, Cc is the cost

function provided by the communication function. Using an

MDP formalism we can now calculate the reward R of the

action:

R(s, a) =Ua(s, a)− Cp
a − Cc

a

=Ua(s, a)− Cp(K(s, a), dp)− Cc(B(x′), An, dc).
(6)

Due to the delays in communication and computation,

reception of x′ will be delayed by the sum of these delays. This

total delay d has to be taken into account when calculating Ua.

Consequently, the expression of reward R becomes:

R(s, a, d) = Ua(s, a, d)− Cc(K(s, a), dp)− Cc(B(x′), An, dc)
(7)

Now, it is possible to systematically value and consistently

compare actions based on their rewards.
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Figure 5. The requesting function provides the resource provider with the
resource’s utility (Up or Uc).

B. Management of information

Key element in the calculation of the reward of a certain

action (Eqn. (7)) is the utility of an action Ua that depends on

the utility of new information Ui. For each flow of information

between functions, the FM of the requesting function has

to provide a corresponding utility function to the providing

function (see Fig. 4). Given the current value of an input xP ,

the FM can calculate Ui for every possible value of x′

P , using:

Ui(x
′

P |xP ) = R(s, aP , d)−R(s, a0, d). (8)

Here, aP is the action that corresponds to updating the request-

ing function’s state s by processing the provided x′

P . Similarly,

a0 corresponds to updating s without processing x′

P , i.e., using

the old xP . It should be noted that the requesting and providing

information have their (independent) needs for communication

and computation resources. Therefore, in Eqn. (8) the utility

is based on the difference in reward and not only on the

difference in the utility of the action.

C. Management of resources

The expressions in the previous chapter also facilitate

formalising the management of the resources. Using the ex-

pressions, it is possible to calculate the effect on reward R

when the communication or computation service improves,

e.g., when the processing or communication delay is reduced.

As depicted in Fig. 5 and similar to the use of a utility

function, the requesting function managers may generate a



utility function for processing Up or communication Uc:

Up(d
′

p|dp) = R(s, a, d′p)−R(s, a, dp), (9)

and

Uc(d
′

c|dc) = R(s, a, d′c)−R(s, a, dc), (10)

Reducing the delay may come at an extra cost. Thus, also

the resources themselves could be equipped with a resource

manager (RM) that reasons what actions to take to maximize

the resource’s reward.

D. Management of Sensors and Actuators

Sensors and actuators can be considered as low level SA and

SM functions. Therefore, they should be managed in a similar

way as the SA and SM functions. The main difference is that

the cost, just as in the case of managing communication and

computation resources, is primarily dependent on the energy

and time that are needed to take the actions.

E. Energy management

Just as system function management can be extended to

communication and computation management, these can be

subsequently extended to power management. The power

manager can reason about the reward of making extra costs to

generate more power. This approach for power management is

very similar to power matching methods used in smart grids.

In this case, however, the goal is to maximize reward, which

is the ultimately cost-effectiveness of the cognitive system as

a whole, reflected by a utility function for power.

F. Planning

The calculations presented in the previous chapters should

be considered over a certain period of time. This can be very

short, more or less instantaneous, as is the case of an action

that decides on the processing of new information. Other

actions such as selecting another algorithm or models will

have to be considered over a longer period of time. Another

possibility is that a whole sequence of actions in a specific

order (i.e., a plan) needs to be considered2. The calculations

on reward can be gracefully extended to planning, following

the MDP framework by considering the reward of a sequence

of actions. This is also known as the return of the plan.

G. Difference between function management of SA and SM

Until now we have focussed on the management of SA

functions. At this point we like to extend the discussion to

include SM as well.

The output of the SA functions are best estimates of

the past and current situations, while the output of the SM

functions are the intended actions and best estimates of the

future situations taking the intended actions into account.

This information goes from SA to SM in multiple levels of

hierarchy as depicted in Fig. 6. The SA functions may require

input from the lower level SA− or from the same level SAo

while the SM functions require information from SA at the

2Systems that do not consider this sufficiently are also called myopic.
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Figure 6. Adaptive resource and information management.

same level. Moreover, they may require intended action plans

and expectations about future situations from the same level

SMo or a higher level SM+. This difference is reflected in the

directions of information and utility functions between SA and

SM depicted in the figure. It should be noted that, although the

directions are different, this does not lead to a different way

in which the rewards of self-managing actions are calculated.

IV. REFINEMENTS

With the framework of reasoning described in the previous

chapter it is in principle possible to reconfigure and tune the

cognitive system during run-time, such that effectiveness is

maximized under all circumstances. However, in practice quite

some complications arise such that we can only approximate

maximum cost-effectiveness. In this chapter we discuss a few

of these complications and how these can be resolved through

refinements of the reasoning framework.

A. Common currency for utility and cost

In order to calculate the reward of an action, the quantitative

unit of utility (its currency) and ultimately the currency of

effectiveness has to be the same as the currency of cost. In

practice this is quite often difficult to establish. An alternative

approach is that we define the reward to be the actions’ utilities

per unit of cost and then select the highest rewards that can

be accommodated by the resource. In this approach we either

have to maximise utility with fixed resources or minimise cost

with a fixed goal.

We should realize that the aforementioned approach can

only be adopted if the resources have a certain fixed potential,

or if the utility function is a kind of step function such

that the effectiveness of the system is either good or not

good (utility zero). Instead, if the circumstances are such that

we can improve the system’s effectiveness with a run-time

improvement of the resource’s quality of service at certain

costs, then we somehow have to express both cost and utility

in the same currency.

B. Uncertainty in x

In the formulations presented in Section III uncertainty was

not considered. However, in most practical cases there will be

uncertainty in x and x′. Because of these uncertainties we will

have expected utilities, expected costs and expected rewards

of actions.



In this case, the expected utility Ûi(x
′|x) of new information

x′ given prior information x can be calculated using

Ûi(x
′|x) =

∫
X′

∫
X

Ui(x
′|x)P (x′|x)P (x)dx′dx, (11)

where P (x′|x) and P (x) denote the probability distributions

of x′ (conditional on x) and x, respectively. X ′ and X contain

the range of all possible values for x′ and x. It should be

noted that both x′ and x possibly represent multi-dimensional

information elements.

In addition, it should be noted that the expression for the

expected utility resembles the expression for the Kullback-

Leibler divergence (or distance) which is often used as a mea-

sure of performance. However, instead of using an information

theoretic measure, here utility of information is used to weigh

the divergence in x.

If the same approach is use as described in Section III

Ûi(x
′|x) should be calculated for all possible values of x′ and

sent to the function that provides x′. This is for all practical

purposes not very efficient.

Two possible solutions are suggested. The first is to send

Ui(x
′|x) instead of Ûi(x

′|x). The value of Eqn. (11) with

specific outcomes of x′ on specific actions is then calculated in

the function providing x′. The second solution is to calculate

the derivatives of Ûi with respect to x and with respect to

an uncertainty parameter (e.g., the standard deviation σx for

Gaussian distributions) and send these values. If this last

method is adopted, precautions should be made to ensure that

the utility function is well behaving in the range of possible

values of x′ and σ′

x.

C. Uncertainty in communication (delay and packet loss)

In most communication systems there is an uncertainty in

the expected delay of a transmission, dc. Therefore, if the

action’s utility Ua significantly depends on the actual delay,

both the action’s utility and cost need to be integrated over

the expected delay distribution during the calculation of the

action’s reward. In this way also packet loss can be taken

into account since this can be reflected in the distribution as

a reduction of the probability of successful communication

Pc(dc).
The expected reward of communicating x′ is then given by

R̂(s, a) =
∑
dc

Pc(dc)(Ua(s, a, dc)− Cc(B(x′), An, dc)).

(12)

If the (in this case discrete) delay distribution Pc(dc) is due to

several consecutive attempts to transmit x′, after each attempt

one can re-evaluate the reward to determine if new attempts

are still beneficial. Then, there will be a finite probability that

communication costs will be made without a contribution to

the action’s utility. In this case Eqn. (12) is slightly modified

R̂(s, a) =

dmax

c∑
dc

(Pc(dc)Ua(s, a, dc)− Cc(B(x′), An, dc))

(13)

to accommodate for the finite number of communication

attempts.

D. Continuous action space

If the action space is continuous or very large simply

calculating the reward in not feasible and some kind of

approximation or optimisation method needs to be applied. It

may, however, turn out to be useful to select the optimisation

method and when to apply it, on the basis of the highest

expected reward.

E. Uncertainty in state transition

In some cases there is uncertainty about how an action

will change the internal state of the function. In that case a

stochastic formulation of the state transition is used where

T includes the probability of transition from s to s′ given a

certain action.

F. Uncertainty in s

In Section III-A, it was implicitly assumed that the FM

has full knowledge of the function’s current internal state s.

However, sometimes it can be difficult to know the current

state s of the function. This may for instance occur when the

function is implemented in dedicated hardware accelerators

and the FM does not have access to its internals. In this case,

additional functionality has to be implemented as part of the

FM with the sole purpose to estimate the function’s internal

state.

Still, with the added functionality, the state of the function

s may remain not fully observable. Therefore an additional

uncertainty in s′ and therefore also x′ is introduced. In MDP

terminology, the state is only partially observable and we could

use a partially observable MDP (POMDP) formalism. In this

case, one might also want to adopt learning methods to reduce

the uncertainty in s.

G. Efficiency of sending requests

The presented framework of reasoning readily fits a service

oriented architecture approach. The service consumers gener-

ate a (utility) request function that is sent to the providers.

The providers try to maximize their service. The underlying

assumption is that the providers have maximum autonomy

and the communication costs of the induced overhead stay

low. In some cases this assumption does not hold and the

communication of the utility function lead to a substantial

communication load between service consumer and provider.

Then, the type of interaction needs to be tuned to reduce

the cost of communication, for instance by making use of

predefined templates for representing the utility functions.

H. Dealing with asynchronous input and/or varying uncer-

tainty in x by SM functions

Some type of SM functions, in particular those applying

closed loop control algorithms, cannot handle asynchronously

arriving information properly. The same is true for various

control loops, whose inputs have a varying uncertainty. In this

case the utility request function needs to take the stability of

the control loop into account.



V. APPLICATIONS

The utility based approach has already been applied for

several applications. These have been described in various

publications. However, the approach and terminology across

the papers is not fully consistent with what has been described

in this paper. Therefore, we want to briefly discuss a number

of these applications, but now in a formulation consistent with

Section III. In addition we discuss new developments for those

applications and research in new application domains. Our

purpose is to show that for a wide variety of applications the

presented approach is applicable and useful. Detailed results

for this research are and will be published in separate papers.

A. Shared awareness in a maritime environment

In [7] a utility based method is applied, called request and

constraint based evaluation (RCBE) for establishing a common

awareness on a task group of frigates. Only a single level in SA

is considered (non hierarchical): kinematic state estimation or

tracking of the relevant objects (fighters) in the environment.

The requirement is to have an identical kinematic picture at

all platforms/frigates.

Limited communication is the dominating factor and there-

fore the single cost taken into account. The action considered

by the function manager on each platform is whether to send

a new measurement to all platforms or not. Uncertainty in x

is taken into account according to Eqn. (11). The uncertainty

is calculated at the tracking level based on a received utility

function Ui(x
′|x). In this case, however, each platform has

more information available than what is being exchanged.

Therefore the local awareness of the kinematic state of an

object is usually (marginally) better than the common shared

awareness that can be established. Therefore, a slightly differ-

ent formulation was used for the action’s expected utility, i.e.,

to communicate a new measurement:

Û(s, a) =Ûi(x
′|x)

=

∫
X′

∫
Xr

Ui(x
′|xr)P (x′|xr)P (xr)dx

′dxr−

∫
X′

∫
Xr

Ui(x|xr)P (x|xr)P (xr)dxdxr.

(14)

Here, xr is the reference state, the local best estimate of the

kinematic state of the object. In other words we calculate the

difference in utility of the old state x and the new state x′

with respect to xr.

Uncertainty in the communication delay was taken into

account in accordance with Eqn. (13). We model the communi-

cation system using an expected delay distribution. Integration

is done over the delay uncertainties. Additionally, after each

failure in trying to communicate, the reward is re-evaluated to

determine if it is still rewarding to keep on trying.

In the harsh maritime environment it is assumed that for

optimal shared awareness a multi hypothesis tracking (MHT)

method is required. Therefore, in current research we adapt the

RCBE method to work with this type of tracking algorithm.

In addition we are developing utility based multi-hypothesis

multi-platform track initiation methods.

B. Adaptive team formation

In [9] we employ the aforementioned RCBE method. In

addition, we consider the action of including or excluding

a platform from the RCBE group in tracking objects in the

environment. This evaluation is done for each object track sep-

arately. Each platform calculates for each track two rewards.

The first reward for tracking the object with the RCBE group

jointly. The second for tracking the object only locally, while

only the RCBE track result of the rest of the RCBE group is

received. In order to avoid platforms joining and leaving the

RCBE object tracking group on a very short time basis, the

reward is integrated over a sizeable time scale with a set of

Zn measurements in this time window.

The two rewards are:

R̂inc(x̂0, Zn, An) =
∑

zn∈Zn

R(x̂n, zn, An) (15)

and

R̂exc(x̂0, Zn−1, An−1) =
∑

zn−1∈Zn−1

R(x̂n−1, zn−1, An−1)

(16)

added with

R̂exc(x̂0, Z1, A1) =
∑

z1∈Z1

R(x̂1, z1, A1) (17)

The decision if the platform should be part of the RCBE group

to track the object depends on if

∆R̂(x̂0, An−1, An) = R̂inc(x̂0, Zn, An)−

R̂exc(x̂0, Zn−1, An−1)− R̂exc(x̂0, Z1, A1).
(18)

is positive or negative. If the value is positive the platform

should be part of the RCBE group. If it is negative it should

not. In this case also utility is attributed to all platforms having

identical awareness. Therefore, in case the platform is not part

of the RCBE group, an extra utility penalty must be added for

the difference in awareness of the object between the RCBE

group (x̂n−1) and the local platform (x̂1).

C. Autonomous vehicle mission planning

In [16] we applied a utility based approach for a search

and identify mission of an autonomous Unmanned Areal

Vehicle (UAV). The goal of the UAV is to detect as many

objects as possible in a heterogeneous terrain with a variable

probability of detection. Simultaneously, the UAV aims to

identify detected objects more accurately.

The cost in this case is fuel consumption, resulting in a

finite flight path length. In addition, there is an information

utility function Ui(x, tf ) representing the utility of detecting

an object in state x that may depend also on the terrain features

tf and there is a utility function Ui(x
′|x) that states the utility

of increasing the knowledge of the detected object from x to

x′.

Before the UAV is deployed, a particle swarm optimizer

algorithm and a priori knowledge of the terrain is used to find

the most utile path for the projected path length. When the



Figure 7. The MUSCLE AUV used during the sea trials.

UAV discovers an object it compares the expected rewards of

continuing the predefined path or flying an extra round over

the just detected object in order to increase the knowledge of

the object detected. In mathematical terms

∆R̂ = Ui(x
′|x)−∆LpPd(x, rf )Ui(x, rf ) (19)

with ∆Lp the decrease in detection flight path due to the

extra round over the just detected object and Pd the detection

probability of objects in that flight path area. If ∆R̂ is positive

the extra round in made, otherwise the flight is continued as

planned.

Building further on this research we have applied and

implemented utility based methods for optimising naval mine

hunting with autonomous underwater vehicles (AUV). During

sea trials, an AUV (see Fig. 7) successfully optimised its

survey pattern (see Fig. 8) to improve the probability of correct

identification, with consumed battery power as its main cost.

Currently we are investigating how to combine mission

planning and situation assessment capabilities on one platform

and how a swarm of autonomous vehicles can coordinate their

behaviour such that the effectiveness of the swarm as a whole

is maximised. Here, we also take the cost of communication

into account.

D. Cross layer optimization in hierarchical chains

In [10] the main objective is to show the benefits of feedback

with utility functions in an hierarchical chain of cognitive

functions. The use case is the protection of a high value asset

that is threatened by UAVs. Uncertainty of x is taken into

account using Eqn. (11). For efficiency reasons, the derivative

of the utility functions with respect to x and σx are sent, as

explained in Section IV-B. Note the different notation in [10].

Value (V ) is used for utility and utility (U ) is used for the

derivatives. The cost of communication and computation is

not taken into account for each individual SA level, but only

for the hierarchical SA/SM chain as a whole.

E. Utility based information management for mobility

Development in technology will result in more intelligent

and autonomous vehicles being managed and supported by

Figure 8. Screen dump of the AUV monitoring application during the
execution of an autonomously planned survey.

increasingly intelligent road side units. This will lead to a

higher demand for communication of information for various

applications in this domain. Since the utility of information

will depend on the particular traffic situation a utility based

approach seems appropriate.

A use case we are focussing on is cost-effective communica-

tion for cooperate adaptive cruise control (CACC) in particular

for a ’safety-checking’ collision avoidance algorithm [17] we

developed. Other use cases are merging of an unequipped

vehicle into a string of vehicles equipped with CACC and ramp

metering with unequipped vehicles. For these applications

intelligent vehicles and road side units determine, depending

on the available information and the utility of that information,

what is most rewarding to communicate.

F. Smart grids

The objective in smart grids is to balance the energy use of

all producers and consumers at multiple time- and geographic

scales. Therefore, management systems usually are organised

according to Fig. 2. The SM functions operate on different

energy markets an therefore need to plan their actions. The

larger the market that needs to be balanced, the higher the

expected cost of communication in order to coordinate the

behaviour of the different SM functions. For this reason a

utility based information management method was introduced

that not only minimises on energy cost but on the sum of

energy cost and communication cost.

G. Other applications

In addition a utility based approach is considered for other

applications such as multi-camera surveillance, greenhouse

temperature monitoring and control and naval ship automation.

Also in these cases it is foreseen that balancing cost of sensing,

communication and/or computation (or underlying cost of

energy) with utility of resulting cognitive capabilities during

operation will result in more cost-effective systems.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we presented a formal framework that can be

used to design, develop and implement systems that can man-

age the cognitive functions and the resources needed for those

functions at run-time. The framework combines utility based



reasoning with the Markov Decision making Process (MDP)

formalism. The framework enables local cognitive function

managers to pursue local goals in the form of utility functions.

However, since utility reflects the increase in effectiveness of

the cognitive systems as a whole, pursuing these local goals

leads to a more effective system.

It is fully acknowledged that, although the framework seems

straight forward to apply, many complications can arise such

that only approximate methods can be used. A number of such

complications and the subsequent refinements of the model

are discussed in Section IV. However, we believe that better

systems will result when these complications are consciously

dealt with, instead of being discarded as too complicated with

unknown consequences. In Section V a number of cases is

discussed where the approach has been successfully applied.

Due to the successful application of the proposed approach

in different domains we are confident that it is a valuable

extension in the design, development and implementation of

distributed adaptive cognitive systems.
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